2018 Moscato
Winemaker: Jo Nash
These are wines we love to drink. We know that you will interpret each of our wines in your own way, and no
two bottles will ever be enjoyed in exactly the same context.
What you bring to the wine will finish the story it will provide value and meaning, and we hope you enjoy.
VINTAGE INFORMATION
Region

South Eastern Australia

Varietal

90% Muscat, 10% Traminer

Alcohol

6.5%

Best Consumed

2020 – 2021

Sugar

70 g/L

JO’S WINEMAKING / VITICULTURE NOTES
Another season by the joys and challenges that Mother Nature continually throws our way!
2018 is a very good year for quality, the season was warm and dry and we were kept on
our toes as once we started picking everything ripened up pretty quickly. Intense flavours
came in late this year and we held off picking to allow maximum flavour. The whites are all
fruit forward, with lovely fresh acidity whilst the reds have excellent colour and flavour to
match. This vintage is a beauty and subsequently we have made some cracking wines in
2018.
JO’S HARVEST NOTES
Another season by the joys and challenges that Mother Nature continually throws our way!
2018 is a very good year for quality, the season was warm and dry and we were kept on
our toes as once we started picking everything ripened up pretty quickly. Intense flavours
came in late this year and we held off picking to allow maximum flavour. The whites are all
fruit forward, with lovely fresh acidity whilst the reds have excellent colour and flavour to
match. This vintage is a beauty and subsequently we have made some cracking wines in
2018.
JO’S WINE DESCRIPTION
The 2018 Moscato is rose pink in colour with a light spritz to add a tingle on the finish.
Aromas of rose petals, musk and floral’s dominate the bouquet, whilst the palate bewilders
with lovely thick sweetness and a crisp acid finish. This wine is perfectly balanced with
lovely length and simple fruit flavours. This wine is best consumed in its youth.
JO’S FOOD RECOMMENDATIONS
A brilliantly versatile wine, exceptional as an aperitif or starter. It is delicious served with a
seafood entrée or Thai stir-fry and is superb with spicy Asian curry.

